Formation of singlet oxygen by urocanic acid by UVA irradiation and some consequences thereof.
Singlet oxygen-initiated decomposition of urocanic acid (UCA) (3-(1H-imidazol-4(5)-yl)-2-propenoic acid) was used to successfully confirm the report that UCA generates singlet oxygen when irradiated with ultraviolet A light (UVA). The UCA-generated singlet oxygen converts UCA to one or more products that then catalyze the further destruction of the UCA with UVA light by singlet oxygen formation. Some nicking of the phiX-174 supercoiled plasmid DNA was observed when UCA was irradiated with UVA to complete destruction of the starting material, and the product mixture was then mixed with the plasmid in the dark. More extensive nicking was seen when the photoproduct mixture and the plasmid were irradiated with UVA light. An "aged" (4 days) solution of UCA photoproduct no longer caused nicking in the dark but retained the capability to nick the plasmid when irradiated. There is evidence for the presence of hydroperoxides in the UCA photolysis product mixture, and the quenching studies with 2-propanol indicate that free radicals are involved in the plasmid-nicking photochemistry. Singlet oxygen does not appear to play a role in the nicking of the plasmid.